Harmonizing Intermediary Immunity
for Modern Trade Policy

Executive Summary:
The continued growth and development of the Internet as a global platform for communication, trade, and
commerce depends on sounds policies that preserve a free and user-oriented environment. One such policy
is international trade, which should be modernized to reflect today’s innovation economy. This paper discusses the importance of Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act to the development of the Internet
industry in the U.S. and proposes that this underlying principle should be included in future trade agreements,
namely the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership. Globally, legal frameworks present challenges
and serve as barriers to Internet-enabled trade. This paper illustrates these challenges through an explanation of Europe’s approach to intermediary liability. Harmonizing international concepts of intermediary liability
through trade policy will boost Internet-enabled trade and ultimately enhance global economic growth.
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I. Introduction
Nearly twenty years after the birth of the commercial Internet, the Internet continues to grow as an important platform for international trade. The Internet is indispensible to our daily lives - from how we communicate, do business, seek out sources of entertainment and participate in the political process to how we engage
in commerce. The Internet accounts for 21% of worldwide GDP growth of advanced economies and facilitates
$8 trillion in commerce.1 According to the U.S. International Trade Commission, U.S. exports of digitally enabled services (one measure of international digital trade) grew from $282.1 billion in 2007 to $356.1 billion in
2011, with exports exceeding imports every year.2 As the Internet transforms how economies trade with each
other, trade policy should be updated to reflect the importance of the Internet economy.
The United States is currently negotiating three key trade agreements: the Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP), Trade in Services Agreement, and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP). In 2013,
President Obama alongside European Commission President Barroso and European Council President Van
Rompuy, announced the launch of TTIP negotiations between the United States (U.S.) and the European
Union (EU).3 These negotiations have been characterized as “an ambitious, comprehensive, and high-standard trade and investment agreements …[that] will boost economic growth in the United States and the EU
… further open EU markets … develop rules, principles, and new modes of cooperation on issues of global
concern … [and] promote the global competitiveness of small-and-medium sized enterprises.” 4
While the U.S. and EU continue negotiations, the U.S. Congress is deliberating renewed Trade Promotion Authority (TPA) legislation. TPA is the vehicle through which Congress grants the President authority to
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To continue the Internet’s
success as an incubator for
free expression, economic
growth, commerce, and innovation, Section 230 should
be incorporated future trade
agreements to truly establish
a modern framework for international trade.

enter into trade agreements via an expedited process. 5 Key congressional leaders have also vowed
to produce TPA legislation that meets the highest
standards for 21st century trade. The Internet is an
integral part of ongoing domestic and international
policy discussion regarding the future of trade.
The Internet industry’s remarkable growth in
the U.S. is attributable to certain key laws. One
of these laws is Section 230 of the Communications
Decency Act (Section 230). Section 230 provides
Internet companies with immunity from liability for
the speech of third parties who use an Internet company’s platform.

This paper focuses on Section 230, a law essential to the growth and development of Internet companies in the U.S. To continue the Internet’s success as an incubator for free expression, economic growth, commerce, and innovation, Section 230 should be incorporated future trade agreements to truly establish a modern
framework for international trade.

II. Section 230’s Dual Purpose: Evolving the Web by Doing the Right Thing
Almost three billion Internet users around the globe have access to the Internet. Two hundred forty five
million users are located in the U.S.6 In addition to searching for and pulling content from the Internet, most
users now take on active roles in creating content through multiple participatory online platforms such as social
media websites, blogs, and user-review websites. According to the Pew Research Internet Project, 73% of
online adults use a social networking site of some kind with 42% of online adults using multiple social networking sites.7 In addition to using social networks, about 35% of online adults and 57% of teenagers between the
ages of 12 and 17 create their own content to post to the Web as a form of creative expression.8 Increasing
opportunities to create and share content with others online is a contributing factor to the growth of this phenomenon.9
During the early years of the Web, Internet users created “Internet neighborhoods” via online message
boards or bulletin board systems and engaged with other users based on certain commonalities – be it a car
enthusiast, a sports fan, or someone simply seeking life advice.10 Beyond these social interactions, message
boards also attracted business professionals. These platforms facilitated interactions among Internet users in
an otherwise static, online environment.
Though message boards dominated the Web between 1997 and 2007 and are still relevant for certain
groups, the evolution of the Web gave way to increased interactivity and seamless collaboration among Internet users online. Recognizing that the Internet and interactive computer services provide a platform “for a true
diversity of political discourse, unique opportunities for cultural development, and myriad avenues for
William H. Cooper, Trade Promotion Authority and the Role of Congress in Trade Policy, Congressional Research Service, https://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/
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intellectual activity,” Congress passed Section 230 in 1996.11 This statute addresses the treatment of online
service providers and states in relevant part, “no provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be
treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content provider.”12 By
clarifying that an Internet service is not a publisher when facilitating the speech of a third party, Section 230
provides the legal foundation for an interactive Internet. Here are some examples of how Section 230 benefits
the Internet ecosystem:
• maintaining existing relationships via Facebook or Google+
• forming new relationships while keeping up with the latest trends and breaking news on Twitter
• picking a travel destination or arranging accommodations via TripAdvisor, Expedia, or AirBnb
• finding local businesses on Yelp, or
• leveraging user reviews to decide what to purchase on eBay or Amazon.
These services have re-defined not only how we engage socially, but also how we drive competition
among businesses. For instance, social media and user online review websites offer great insights into consumers’ experiences with a particular product or service, whether positive or negative. About 88% of consumers have been influenced by an online customer review when making purchasing decisions.13 Awareness of
these reviews provides businesses with an opportunity to gain a competitive advantage by either continuing
successful strategies or implementing actions to respond quickly to consumers’ dissatisfaction. Without Section 230, none of these platforms would be able to facilitate use of content on their platforms because the
websites would be liable for any unlawful speech.
Such fear of liability resulted in perverse incentives for online platforms to avoid gaining knowledge
of third parties’ content on their platforms. Today, questions of an Internet service providers’ (ISP) liability for
third party content are still at issue. However, from cases involving online auctions of sports memorabilia with
forged signatures and forged certificates of authenticity14 to less than favorable comments posted to a discussion board about health practitioners15, courts have interpreted broadly Section 230 language to bar ISP liability.
By reversing such perverse incentives, Section 230 creates a legal backdrop that enables an Internet
company to enforce its terms of service relative to unsavory or illegal speech.

III. The European Approach: European E-Commerce Directive
The EU recognized that access to the Internet and the development of electronic commerce could
boost employment opportunities, particularly for small-and medium sized businesses, foster economic growth
and investment, and enhance the competitiveness of European industry16. Shortly after the U.S. Congress
enacted Section 230, the EU passed the 2000 E-Commerce Directive (Directive) to create a framework for
electronic commerce in the Internal Market17, intended to establish legal certainty and consumer confidence.18
Protection for Private Blocking and Screening of Offensive Material, 47 U.S.C. 230 (1996).
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In addition, the EU aimed to ensure the free movement of information society services between Member
States.19
Information society services are broadly defined20 and cover a wide range of online economic activities
such as the sale of products and services, video-on-demand, e-mail, professional services, entertainment services, and basic intermediary services.21 Articles 12 through 15 of the Directive address liability of intermediary service providers. More specifically, unlike the U.S. approach, limitations on liability are determined based
on whether three, specific types of Internet intermediaries - (1) mere conduits -- entities that provide access to
the Internet, (2) entities that transmit information, and (3) entities that host information - meet certain requirements.22 Further distinguishing the Directive from Section 230, the Directive addresses exemptions for both
third party content and activities and intellectual property infringement.23 Article 14 of the Directive covers entities that host information and generally applies to liability for defamation, breach of privacy, intellectual property
infringement, and criminal laws.24 This section provides that intermediaries are not liable for the content stored
on their servers if “the provider does not have actual knowledge of illegal activity or information … [or] is not
aware of facts or circumstances from which the illegal activity or information is apparent…”25 Additionally, Article 14 requires that service providers must “act expeditiously to remove or to disable access to the information”
upon receiving notice of the illegal activity or information - otherwise known as a “notice and action” provision.26
Though the Directive imposes a knowledge requirement as well as a duty to act on intermediaries, Article 15
clarifies that intermediaries generally do not have a duty to monitor.27
Despite the Directive’s mission to create legal certainty for online intermediaries, businesses, and
consumers alike in the Internal Market, the European Commission’s (Commission) 2010 public consultation
revealed that varied interpretation of Article 14 by national courts in different Member States, and occasionally inter-jurisdictional conflicts, have created uncertainties for intermediaries that need to adjust their practices
based on each interpretation and produced high compliance costs.28 This is due in part to the inherent ambiguity of terms such as “actual knowledge” and “expeditiously.”29
A prominent example that is illustrative of this ambiguity is a 2010 case involving Google executives in
Italy. In that case, a video of a disabled teenager being harassed appeared on a company’s Italian video website.30 An Italian prosecutor then brought action against three Google executives that had no direct
Directive 2000/31, supra note 18.
Article 1(2) of the Commission Directive 98/34/EC June 1998 adapting to technical progress Council Directive 74/151/EEC on certain components and
characteristics of wheeled agricultural or forestry tractors, OJ L 170/13, 16.06.1998, available at http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=
OJ:L:1998:217:0018:0026:en:PDF (defining information society services as “any service normally provided for remuneration, at a distance, by means of
electronic equipment for the processing (including digital compression) and storage of data and at the individual request of a recipient of a service.”).
21
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involvement in overseeing the website. The executives faced charges for defamation and invasion of privacy.31 Google argued that as an ISP it was exempt for the content of its users.32 Furthermore, upon receiving
notice, Google took down the video within mere hours to meet the “notice and action” requirement.33 The Milan
court disregarded these circumstances by holding the executives liable for invasion of privacy and subsequently placed each executive under a suspended six-month prison sentence.34 An Italian appellate court
recently reversed this decision by reasoning that requiring Google to pre-screen content is contradictory to the
principles of freedom of expression and affirmed the notion that online platforms are not responsible for usergenerated content in the absence of notice.35
Other defamation suits against online platforms for third party content have also yielded successful
outcomes. For instance, a news portal in Estonia, Delfi, published an article about a public ferry transportation
company and permitted comments from users.36 The article itself was not defamatory; however, users posted
185 comments regarding the story, which included defamatory language regarding one of the company’s
advisory board members.37 Though Delfi complied with the notice and action policy and removed the inappropriate language upon request from the company, the Estonian Supreme Court determined that Delfi could not
be exempt from liability.38 In reaching this determination, the Court reasoned that Delfi’s comment environment
indicated that the new portal could decide what to publish and could have prevented publication of unlawful
comments.39 Delfi’s appeal to the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) proved unsuccessful as ECHR
affirmed the Supreme Court’s decision. 40
Increased legal uncertainties that arise due to inconsistent applications of the Directive could negatively
impact foreign direct investment in a particular Member State. An academic from the University College Dublin
and chairman of Digital Rights Ireland describes the Directive as putting intermediaries “in a very weak position.”41 He argues that a company like TripAdvisor, which hosts user review comments for travel and accommodations, would be vulnerable in Ireland due to its laws.42 Additionally, the manager of Boards – a discussion
site that accommodates its members’ postings of links, images, and opinions – admits that its site is constantly
under legal pressure.43
In the Commission’s action plan for achieving a digital single market for content, it acknowledged that
“Europe lacks online creative content / entertainment services able to compete on the global scale; too often
innovative online services choose to establish outside Europe.”44 The vision is to create an online environment
where European citizens have a clear understanding of generating user content and the sharing of information
online.45 As the Commission explores mechanisms to address some of the issues addressed above, it should
consider European trade policy.
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V. Meeting TTIP’s Potential as the ‘Gold Standard’
Copenhagen Economics’ recent study noted that “the limited liability regime is not only necessary for
the functioning and growth of online intermediaries, but it is also beneficial to the European economy.”46 More
specifically, the study found that online intermediaries contribute 310 billion Euros to European GDP in direct
and indirect impact.47 This contribution grew to 430 billion Euros in a subsequent study.48
The potential to capitalize on both economies’ strength is astounding, as TTIP will add over 13 million
American and European jobs.49 As the U.S. and EU continue negotiations towards achieving a trade agreement of the highest standards, it is imperative that the agreement contains a harmonized policy that shields
online platforms from liability of third party content. Incorporating a unified policy will not only greatly benefit
each economy, but also set a strong precedent for future, modernized trade deals.

Katrine Ellersgaard Nielsen et. al., Copenhagen Economics, The Impact of Online Intermediaries on the U.S. Economy 6 (Apr. 2013) , available at, http://
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Appendix
Beyond the United States and European Union, Internet companies operating in other jurisdictions are
facing government mandates to monitor users’ actions on their platforms as well increasing civil and criminal liability for user-generated content hosted on their platforms. Below are additional examples from Latin America
and Asia Pacific countries that demonstrate the need for harmonized intermediary liability trade policy as current approaches to intermediary liability treatment yield legal uncertainty in these jurisdictions:

Latin America
While the treatment of online intermediary for users’ content is well documented in the United Sates
and Europe, less information is available with regards to intermediary liability in Latin America.50 For instance,
in Argentina, the National Chamber of Civil Appeals cleared Google and Yahoo! of defamation charges relating to Virginia Da Cunha, an Argentinian entertainer.51 Da Cuhna claimed that Google and Yahoo violated her
privacy among other allegations by providing access to websites that contained sexually explicit content.52 The
appeals court overturned the lower court’s ruling, which called for both companies to remove all content that
had any kind of sexually explicit reference of the entertainer by name or photo.53 Currently, Argentina’s Congress is considering draft resolutions that specifically addresses intermediary liability.54
In Brazil, two teenagers brought suit against Google’s social networking website Orkut for jokes that
offended them.55 There, the court fined Google for each day the offending material remained on its website and
ordered the company to prevent the posting of similar material in the future.56 Since this case, Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff signed the Marco Civil legislation into law, Brazil’s first law on Internet rights. The then
legislation and now law addresses intermediary liability and intends to protect intermediaries from liability.57 It
extends liability to intermediaries only if they fail to comply with a court order requiring the removal of content.58

Asia Pacific
In Australia, a man wrongfully identified by a Twitter user as the author of a hate blog, sued Twitter for
defamation.59 This first of its kind case raised questions about the liability of online intermediaries or platforms.
Despite Twitter’s terms and conditions, this case raised the notion that Twitter’s policies would not provide
absolute legal protection, but that the social platform could still be held liable for its users’ content.60 Additionally, this suit highlighted the differing treatment of ISPs and platforms that host content.61 In November 2013,
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Australia’s Department of Communications launched an initiative to reduce the regulatory burden on industry to
foster innovation and increase productivity across its economy.62 Internet companies and technology companies alike contributed to this inquiry by calling for clear and robust safe harbor provisions for online intermediaries to facilitate growth of a strong online environment.63
India’s 2000 Information Technology Act (IT Act) also proves disadvantageous to a potential thriving
Internet ecosystem as intermediaries and users may be subject to negative consequences.64 While the IT
Act intended to provide a legal framework for electronic commerce, its subsequent 2011 guidelines to advise
intermediaries on how to remain compliant has led to varying interpretations by the law enforcement community and what is considered legal between users’ access to content and users’ generation of content.65 For
instance, an Indian court found that a blogging website that hosted less than favorable comment about a guru
to have editorial control over content on its platform though a user and not the blogger posted the comment.66
In addition to ordering the blogger to remove the content, the court also required the blogger to monitor future
posts to preempt further defamation of the guru.67
As legal uncertainty across many jurisdictions regarding intermediary liability persists, other jurisdictions
implemented restrictions to further stifle free expression online. In September 2013, the Vietnamese government enacted Decree 72, which requires use of social networks be limited to posting of personal information
rather than to share news articles or other information.68 The decree also requires service providers to comply
with regulations to remove content such as material that could harm national security.69
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